Convenient, Fast, Secure Authentication
Founded in 2000, Daon is a leading provider of biometric authentication and identity
assurance solutions focused on meeting the needs of enterprise and public-sector
customers worldwide. We have pioneered methods for securely and conveniently
combining biometric and identity capabilities across multiple channels and empower
our customers and their users to choose the combination of factor(s) that best meets
their situational needs and preferences. Our products are scalable, flexible, and proven
in the most challenging real-world environments, securing more than 900 million
identities around the globe.
Daon’s IdentityX® combines the rapid lower-cost launch capability of an out-of-thebox solution with the personalization needed today to navigate current and emerging
client preferences. IdentityX simplifies the authentication lifecycle management process
from initial account opening throughout the identity lifecycle so that clients can safely
login, reset credentials, transfer funds or conduct other transactions of consequence.

Benefits
Increase Revenue
Customer Inclusion
Future Proofed
Replace Passwords
Reduce Fraud
Prevent Breaches
Reduction in Call Center Costs
Enable UX via Self Service

Why IdentityX
Our customers choose the IdentityX platform solution for the following key core capabilities:
• Multi-modal. Supports face, voice, fingerprint, behavioral, and palm biometrics. Vendor agnostic – we can support algorithms of
other vendors, ensuring a “best of breed” solution.
• Liveness. Supports multiple liveness detection algorithms for face and voice.
• Extensive policy control over all aspects of authentication: modality(s), match thresholds, attempts, device capabilities.
This provides our customers maximum flexibility in balancing convenience for users with the security required for high-value
transactions.
• Multi-tenant. Allows different population segments (departments, user groups) to be managed independently of each other.
With separate administrators and data segregation.
• Scalability. Our core technology has scaled to populations of hundreds of millions. USAA has reported no-problem at a peak load
of 750,000 authentications in a day with IdentityX.
• High-Availability. Can be deployed in highly-available and disaster recovery configurations.
• FIDO. IdentityX can be configured as a FIDO UAF and U2F Server and has been certified in this configuration.
• Flexibility. Platform independent: Windows or Linux, Oracle or SQL Server. Runs on commodity hardware - no special
requirements. Provides flexible integration options (SOAP/ Restful APIs), match-on-server or match-on-device, configurable
authentication policies, supports in-band and out-of-band use cases.
• Omni-channel. Can be integrated into an enterprise to give a consistent authentication experience across different channels/use
cases: mobile, website, ATMs, call-centers, in-person, etc.
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The IdentityX platform is the core basis for an omni-channel approach
to authentication that can be utilized by clients globally
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Companies Leveraging the Many Benefits of IdentityX

Use Cases

About Daon

• Digital Onboarding

Daon is an innovator in developing and deploying biometric authentication and
identity assurance solutions worldwide. Daon has pioneered methods for securely and
conveniently combining biometric and identity capabilities across multiple channels
with large-scale deployments that span payments verification, digital banking, wealth,
insurance, telcos and securing borders and critical infrastructure. Daon’s IdentityX®
platform provides an inclusive, trusted digital security experience, enabling the creation,
authentication and recovery of a user’s identity and allowing businesses to conduct
transactions with any consumer through any medium with total confidence.

• Mobile Login
• Password Reset
• Call Center
• Payments
• Continuous Authentication
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